Schoon Genoeg

In 2010 the Janitors' union, part of the FNV (the Dutch labour federation),
launched the 'Schoon Genoeg' (Clean Enough) campaign. This public campaign
lasted roughly six months and ended with nine weeks of strike, the longest
strike in the Netherlands since 1933.
The campaign had a very effective communications strategy lead by workers
that generated massive public support. The cleaning workers - who were
Turkish, Moroccan, Latin American, Asian as well as Dutch - organized major
actions all over the country demanding benefits, Dutch classes and the right to
organize without repression. With strong support from social movements,
political parties workers did banner drops, occupied train stations, gave awards
to the worse building-owners and cleaning companies and spoke to the press
about their situation so as to capture the Dutch national imaginary. As a result
of these campaigns and the very public fight that they created, public support
for the union grew immensely.
Willem Dekker, organizer of the cleaners' union, wrote in his letter of May 2010
The cleaning sector was fully privatized at the end of the nineties. Since then
competition has been driving wages down and work pressure up. In the
summer of 2009 cleaners, of whom most come from a migrant background,
launched a campaign for higher wages, better working conditions and more
respect from management. In times of austerity and a government drive for a
wage freeze for public workers, this campaign raised the stakes of industrial
conflict. If the cleaners could get a raise - why couldn't other workers? The
campaign turned into a model for multicultural resistance against the cut-backs.
Let me take you back a month ago, somewhere in Amsterdam: It was crowded
in the room, more than a hundred strikers from several Amsterdam office
buildings sat together in their weekly meeting; it seemed chaotic, people going
for coffee or a quick smoke, several different languages were being spoken at
the same time, English, Turkish, Arabic and of course Dutch. But it wasn't
chaotic, it was excitement, tension and translation.
Abdelilah, a young migrant on strike, had just told everybody that he had been
fired for being on strike, the company letter went from hand to hand.
Only recently arrived in the Netherlands, when asked to go on strike, he didn't
hesitate, "in Morocco I used to do the same". Mohamed a strike leader from
government agency UWV, stood up. He reminded everybody about this fact and
about the resolution that had been passed by all cleaners on strike in the
Netherlands. An injury to one, is an injury to all. "We made this agreement,
now we must live up to it, we must all go to his workplace, and demand his
reinstatement. It could be you next time". He said as he looked his fellow
strikers in the eye. Turkish women applauded while Mohamed raised his hands.
"In the past weeks we have grown our army of strikers from thirty to more than
a hundred, we can make every building in this area of Amsterdam go on strike,
so we for sure can save Abdelilah's job. We must contact our brothers and
sisters in other cities about this as soon as possible." As a union organizer, that
was the signal to take my phone and make the call.
So it happened, later that week five hundred strikers from all over the

Netherlands, marched to the headquarters of right wing newspaper De
Telegraaf, Abdelilah's former workplace. As they had done a dozen times before
during the strike, they occupied the lobby after train cleaners from Groningen
broke through security lines to hold the doors open.
Swarming the building, they demanded freedom of speech and organisation for
cleaners, something a newspaper should value. The cleaners presented a front
page for the next day to De Telegraaf spokesperson which said they should
support the cleaners. The boss of the cleaning company was summoned to the
office, as a delegation of cleaners was appointed to do the negotiation. Two
hours later, Abdelilah had a new contract. The news of the victory spread
amongst the strikers while they were already busy occupying another lobby.
Hundreds of cleaners had just proven how precarity can be overcome. A
valuable lesson for everyone, not least for the employer.
In the end it took the cleaners six months of actions and nine weeks of strike to
win a new national labour contract, the longest strike in the Netherlands since
1933. They won a 3.5 percent wage increase, job education, Dutch lessons and
benefits for union members. But above all, they fought for recognition and
respect. "What do we want? Respect! When do we want it? Now" was and is
their chant. Everybody in the Netherlands now acknowledges the cleaners; they
gained massive public support and positive media coverage. They showed The
Netherlands that when nobody takes responsibility people become numbers on
a budget, creating dynamics that constantly put pressure on their already low
working conditions; that is the cost of outsourcing.
In their strike many different backgrounds and ethnicities came together and
held each other close. They occupied Utrecht Central Station for six days and
nights, singing, dancing, demonstrating, eating and sleeping there. Taking the
roof of one of the cleaning companies' headquarters, linking arms during a sit in
at the airport defying security and police forces, presenting the drawings of
their children to the queen. They overcame the employers' tactics of despair;
their willingness to fight seemed endless.
For now the cleaners won a strike for a total workforce of the 150,000 cleaners
with only 1,500 active strikers, which shows how much more can be gained
with further struggle and unionization. What's most important however, is the
influence of the strike on other sectors. Straight after the victory of the cleaners
the garbage collectors of Utrecht and Amsterdam went on an indefinite strike,
which ended after one and a half week in a pay rise of 1.5 percent for 200,000
municipality workers, breaking the wage freeze of the government. It proves
that you only stand a chance if you fight, an important lesson for the coming
struggle over the massive cuts.
The Day of the Cleaners
Saturday 19 of March 2011 was exactly one year from the start of the strike. To
celebrate this important event, cleaners from all over the country came
together in Utrecht. During this "Day of the Cleaners" the book
"Tegenmacht" (countervailing power), was presented. This publication compiles
images and texts about last year's campaign.
After this presentation the cleaners marched all together to Utrecht's Central
Station, the same station they had occupied during six nights last year. This
time, they arrived at the same spot of the station and for this occasion, they
opened their "Trash Museum" at this place, a collection of objects and stories of
domestic workers, train, hospital and office cleaners. The "Trash Museum"
displays objects that workers have found at work. This huge collection came

along with everyday stories of their working conditions; stories about
incomprehensible payrolls, lack of respect, weird work schedules, accidents at
work and above all their constant growing awareness.

